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Abstract

BACKGROUND: Renal dysfunction or acute renal failure in patients undergoing coronary artery
bypass grafting (CABG) is an important cause of morbidity and mortality. The great impact of
acute renal failure (ARF) in the outcomes of cardiac surgery demands its study in our
population, encouraging to the elaboration of this study, which aimed to identify the incidence
and risk factors of ARF after CABG.
METHODS: Since March 2010 to 2011, 589 patients were studied who underwent CABG in Sina
Hospital (Isfahan, Iran). In this cross-sectional study, patients were divided into two groups based
on the occurrence of ARF after CABG and measured variables were compared between the two
groups was also statistically significant. P value less than 0.05 was set as a significant level.
RESULTS: A total of 434 men and 155 women were enrolled in the study. The mean age of the
study subjects was 57.6 years. ARF was seen in about 22% of patients after CABG. The mean age
of ARF group was more than 3 years higher than that in the other group and the difference was
significant between the two groups. Serum creatinine level after the surgery was different
between the two groups. Moreover, the history of diabetes mellitus was significantly different
between the two groups. Pump time comparison also showed was also statistically significant.
CONCLUSION: Our data showed older patients were more prone to affected by ARF. In addition,
diabetic patients should be considered as high risk patients and are more likely to deteriorate by
ARF. Despite increased prevalence of renal insufficiency in CABG patients, studies show that in
most cases, this is not a serious problem and it is easily treatable. A lower proportion of patients
(1.0 to 1.7% in different large series) develop ARF severe enough to require dialysis.
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Introduction
Coronary artery bypass graft (CABG) surgery has
been shown to be an effective method for treating
angina pectoris and prolonging life in patients with
severe coronary artery disease.1 Each year, 600,000
patients undergo myocardial revascularization with
cardiopulmonary bypass and sustain profound
physiologic perturbations that precipitate ischemia
and infarction in several organ systems.2 Although
the conduct of CABG with cardiopulmonary bypass
(CPB) has evolved with continual improvement in
morbidity and mortality, cardiopulmonary bypass is
known to induce a proinflammatory state with
several adverse consequences.3,4 Clinically, the
manifestations of cardiopulmonary bypass associated

with morbidity include neurological dysfunction,5,6
pulmonary dysfunction,7 renal dysfunction,8 and
possibly infectious-related complications.9
Renal dysfunction or acute renal failure in
patients undergoing CABG is an important cause of
morbidity and mortality.10 A decrease in cardiac
output in the early stage after cardiac surgery is a
frequent cause of acute renal failure and a very
important risk factor as well.11 Nonpulsatile blood
flow, increased levels of circulating catecholamines
and inflammatory mediators, macro embolic and
micro embolic insults to kidney, and release of free
hemoglobin from traumatized erythrocytes result in
numerous pathophysiologic renal responses.12,13
Many studies have shown that patients who have
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undergone cardiac surgery developed maldistributed
renal blood flow, increased renal vascular resistance,
and substantive decrease (25% to 75%) in renal
blood flow and glomerular filtration rate.14,15 In a
study, the incidence of post-operative renal
impairment varied from 3.5% to 31%16 and the risk
of developing a need for dialysis in the postoperative period has varied from 0.5 to 15%.17-25
The prognosis of ARF in this setting is poor, with
mortality rates ranging from 28 to 64%.18-24 These
patients often stayed longer in intensive care units
and had higher costs.2 Survival rate associated with
ARF has remained dismal over the past few decades;
multiple attempts at therapeutic interventions have
failed to demonstrate clear benefits in either
amelioration of renal injury or improved survival,26
possibly because improvements in therapy have been
balanced by increasing pre-operative comorbidity.27
The great impact of ARF in the outcomes of cardiac
surgery demand its study in our population,
encouraging to the elaboration of this study, which
aimed to identify the relative frequency and
predicting factors of ARF after myocardial coronary
artery bypass surgery.

Materials and Methods
Since March 2010 to 2011, 589 patients were
studied who underwent CABG in Sina Hospital in
Isfahan, Iran. In this cross-sectional study, patients
were divided into two groups based on the
occurrence of ARF after CABG and measured
variables were compared between the two groups.
The following patients were excluded: Those
who had positive history of chronic renal failure
(CRF), acute renal failure (ARF), renal stone or
serum creatinine > 2.1 mg/dl pre-operatively,
patients who had been subjected to off pump
CABG or other surgical procedures, those who
were receiving renal replacement therapy or who
had active endocarditis at the time of operation,
patients who required preoperative dialysis,
preoperative extracorporeal membrane oxygenation,
preoperative
tracheostomy
or
mechanical
ventilation, those who underwent procedures for
automated implantable cardioverter-defibrillator, left
ventricular assist devices or sternal work and finally,
patients who passed away within the first 24 hours
after the operation (minimum time required for
laboratory assessment of renal function).
Acute renal dysfunction was defined based on
peak serum creatinine level > 2 mg/dl or more than
2 folds increase in postoperative creatinine level.
ARF was defined as deterioration in renal function
288

sufficient to require dialysis within 30 days
following surgery. The indications for dialysis
included uremia, volume overload or biochemical
abnormalities and were measured based on clinical
judgment. Creatinine clearance was estimated from
serum creatinine, age, weight and gender by the
formula of Cockcroft and Gault.
We examined the following variables as possible
predictors of ARF: age, gender, body mass index
(weight divided by height squared), pre and post
operative serum creatinine (mg/dl), pre and post
operative hemoglobin, pre and post operative
ejection fraction (assessed by preoperative contrast
ventriculography, radionucleotide ventriculography
or two-dimensional echocardiography), cross-clamp
time, CPB time, history of diabetes mellitus
(requiring therapy with oral agents or insulin),
history of cerebral vascular disease (manifested by
previous stroke or transient ischemic attack), history
of myocardial infarction (MI which was defined as
either a Q-wave or a non-Q-wave infarction. A Qwave MI was diagnosed centrally by the presence of
a new Q wave on each of two postoperative 12-lead
electrocardiograms, as defined by Minnesota Code
criteria that were scored by a consensus panel of
cardiologists. A non-Q-wave myocardial infarction
was determined by an elevated creatine kinase-MB
level, a new wall-motion abnormality detected by
echocardiography or a new perfusion defect on a
scintigraphy scan, and history of chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease (resulting in functional disability
or
hospitalization
or
requiring
chronic
bronchodilator therapy or FEV1 < 75% predicted).
Statistical analyses were carried out with SPSS
for Windows 20.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA),
t-test for quantitative variables and chi-square test
for qualitative variables were used to find out any
association. P value less than 0.05 was set as a
significant level.

Results
A total of 434 men and 155 women were enrolled in
our study. The mean age of the study subjects was
57.62 years. ARF was observed in about 22% of the
patients after CABG. The characteristics of patients
with and without postoperative renal dysfunction
are listed in table 1.
The mean age of ARF group was more than 3
years higher than that in the other group and the
difference was significant between the two groups.
About 37.5% patients in non-ARF group and 29%
in ARF group were female. The mean changes of
serum creatinine level after surgery was statistically
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estimated glomerular filtration rate (e.g. 25%
increase in serum creatinine compared to a 100%
increase or the requirement for dialysis). In two
studies with 843 and 649 patients undergoing
cardiac surgery (mostly CABG), the incidence of
ARF (defined as a rise in the serum creatinine of
only 25%) was 17 and 24%.30,31
Other contemporary studies that used a more
restrictive definition noted a much lower rate of
ARF. The following two studies used the Society of
Thoracic Surgeons (STS) definition: either an
increase of serum creatinine to > 2 mg/dl
(177 µmol/l) with a minimum doubling of the
preoperative value, or a new requirement for
dialysis. In a review of over 51,000 CABG
procedures performed from 1999 to 2002, the
incidence of ARF was constant over the four years,
ranging from 4 to 5%.32 In a 2006 data analysis
report from the STS, the incidence of ARF was
3.6% after isolated CABG, and 7.5 and 12.9% after
CABG combined with aortic or mitral valve
replacement, respectively.16

different between the two groups. Moreover, the
history of hypertension and the history of diabetes
mellitus were significantly different between the two
groups. There was a statistically significant
difference between the two groups in pump time.
As depicted in table 1, there is no statistically
significant association between the gender as well as
BMI and occurrence of ARF. Nevertheless, older
patients are more prone to affected by ARF. We
also compared other cardiac and non-cardiac risk
factors between two groups in table 2.

Discussion
Acute renal failure (ARF) is a potential complication
of CABG that can arise from a variety of causes
including intraoperative hypotension, postoperative
cardiac complications that impair renal perfusion,
atheroemboli, and exposure to contrast media.28
One problem with the available data on the
incidence of ARF after CABG is the variable
definitions used for ARF.29 The incidence was
higher with smaller compared to larger reductions in
Table 1. Baseline characteristics of the patients

Non-ARF group
(n = 458)
125
333
56.90
26.86

Risk Factors
Gender

Female (n)
Male (n)

Age (mean)
Body mass index (mean)

ARF group
(n = 129)
29
100
60.10
27.05

P
ns
0.01
ns

ARF: Acute renal failure; NS: Non significant

Table 2. Compare risk factors between the two groups
Risk Factors
Mean creatinine level (mg/dl)
Postoperative-Preoperative
Mean ejection fraction (%)
Mean cardiac clamp time (minute)
Mean pump time (minute)
History of diabetes mellitus
History of cerebrovascular accident
History of MI within recent 30 days
History of COPD
Hemoglobin level (g/dl)

Preoperative
Postoperative
Preoperative
Postoperative

Yes (n)
No (n)
Yes (n)
No (n)
Yes (n)
No (n)
Yes (n)
No (n)
Preoperative
Postoperative

Non-ARF group
(n = 458)
1.21
1.44
0.23
49.49
47.18
53.77
85.91
228
230
431
10
403
42
19
423
14.30
10.40

ARF group
(n = 129)
1.07
2.27
1.17
49.29
46.18
56.14
91.62
77
52
126
2
117
8
3
123
14.32
10.48

P
ns
0.001
0.020
ns
ns
0.050
ns
ns
ns
ns

ARF: Acute renal failure; MI: Myocardial infarction; COPD: Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; NS: Non significant
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ARF was observed in about 22% of the patients
after CABG in this cross-sectional study. In
different studies, the incidence of post-operative
renal impairment in cardiac surgery patients varied
from 3.5% to 31%.19 Although, based on the results
of the present study, only three important risk
factors were associated with the ARF in patients
undergoing CABG and no other appreciable
differences were found between the two groups
(ARF vs. non-ARF), several studies have
demonstrated
some
associations
among
preoperative, intraoperative and postoperative risk
factors with ARF. One important risk factor
according to our study was history of hypertension.
Cooper et al. also showed that among coronary
artery bypass patients, the risk of ARF rose
monotonically from 0.6% to 1.6% as preoperative
systolic blood pressure rose from < 120 to ≥ 160
mmHg. In addition, they found that body mass
index, a measure of obesity, was unrelated to the
risk of ARF, similar to our study. In contrast, body
surface area, an anthropometric measure estimating
overall body size, was inversely correlated with ARF
risk.33 The results of our study also revealed another
risk factor that obviously increased the possibility of
ARF among patients undergoing CABG and that
was history of diabetes mellitus. In the study of
Mangano et al. patients, who had previously had a
history of type I diabetes mellitus, had a 50% higher
risk of postoperative renal dysfunction.2
A similar association between ARF requiring
dialysis and impaired baseline renal function has been
noted in other studies.17,34 Other important
independent risk factors in these reports included
New York Heart Association functional class IV
valve surgery, peripheral arterial disease, emergency
surgery, and the need for preoperative intraaortic
balloon pump. These risk factors have permitted the
creation of risk scores that can stratify patients into
categories of risk ranging from 0.4% to 21.4%.26
ARF requiring dialysis has also been associated
with increased mortality. In the Veterans
Administration study cited above, the 30-day
mortality rate in such patients was 63.7% compared
to 4.3% in those without ARF requiring dialysis.34
It is still controversial whether or not age is
important in predisposing to ARF. Although
reduced functional capacities of the kidney in the
older patients is documented, a number of previous
studies failed to demonstrate any statistical
association between advanced age and the incidence
of renal complications, whereas some others
reported it ARF is more likely to develop in older
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patient.2 To explain the positive correlation, it has
been suggested that older patients may have a
reduced ability to cope with a critical circulation or
that they more frequently undergo high-risk
procedures.17 In our study, the mean age of ARF
patients was higher than that in the other group.
In contrast to our study, other studies
demonstrated that factors such as female gender,26
peripheral artery disease,19 congestive heart failure
(defined by New York Heart Association class III or
IV criteria), chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease,26 previous CABG surgery, aortic crossclamp and total cardiopulmonary bypass lasting at
least 2 hours were associated with an increased risk
of post-operative renal dysfunction. However, they
were not able to reveal low ejection fraction (≤ 0.3)
and previous unstable angina as statistically
significant risk factors of ARF.2 In Mangano et al.
the use of at least three inotropic drugs was
associated with an increased risk of postoperative
renal dysfunction. Moreover, the administration of
"renal-dose" dopamine did not decrease the
likelihood of postoperative renal dysfunction.2
This wide variability of the results could be due
to different criteria used for diagnosis, the number
and characteristics of centers involved in each study,
the patients’ features, and the size of the sample
which hinders data comparison among the several
performed studies.19 Furthermore, the definition
chosen for renal dysfunction was arbitrary in each
study so the reported incidence of renal dysfunction
after cardiac surgery was significantly influenced by
the definition used in a given study.2 We defined
postoperative renal dysfunction on the basis of an
absolute creatinine value (≥ 2 mg/dl) coupled with a
relative change in creatinine level (≥ 2 folds)
between the preoperative and the postoperative
period. This study showed that the mean changes of
creatinine level after surgery could be associated
with ARF.
Our study had the limitation of choosing
patients from a single center. Therefore, the
generalizability of the findings is limited. The model
needs to be tested broadly at multiple centers and to
be well represented by differences in gender, race,
and other risk factors to substantiate its applicability
to our society.26
Despite the increased prevalence of ARF in the
CABG patients, studies showed that in most cases,
this is not a serious problem and it is easily
treatable. A lower proportion of patients (1.0 to
1.7% in different large series) develops ARF severe
enough to require dialysis.2,35
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Conclusion
Our data showed older patients were more prone to
affected by acute renal failure. Diabetic patients
should be considered as high risk patients and are
more likely to deteriorate by ARF.
Suggestions
1. Performing studies similar this study with larger
sample size
2. Sharing our results to other cardiac surgeon for
better management
3. And design studies with longer follow-up
This article was made from thesis for doctorate of
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